
Steve Frishman and Judy Treichel have worked with ANA and its member groups Beyond 
Nuclear, Citizen Alert, Healing Ourselves and Mother Earth, Physicians for Social 
Responsibility, and many others for a very long time. Working together, we have done what 
many – including many of ourselves – thought impossible: we have driven a stake through the 
heart of the vampiric Yucca Mountain, Nevada dumpsite project.  

$8 billion of electric ratepayer money, and $3 billion of taxpayer money, has already been 
wasted at Yucca. But at least $85 billion more will now be saved, thanks to President Obama’s 
and Energy Secretary Chu’s wise decision to cancel the Yucca dump.  

But the monetary costs were but the tip of the iceberg at Yucca. Yucca is Western Shoshone 
Indian land, as recognized by the U.S. government when it signed the “peace and friendship” 
Treaty of Ruby Valley in 1863. Yucca should never have been targeted in the first place. The 
dump’s cancellation is a huge environmental justice victory. 

It is also a huge victory for public health and safety and the environment. Yucca is seismically 
active, with dozens of active earthquake faults in the nearby vicinity, including two that actually 
cross the location of the proposed repository itself. There is the risk of volcanic activity in the 
area. There is lots of water saturating the rock at Yucca, as well as fast flow pathways for 
groundwater. Any radioactive waste containers buried at Yucca would have quickly corroded 
and leaked, releasing mind boggling quantities of deadly radioactivity into the aquifer below. 
Yucca Mountain’s groundwater is used as drinking and irrigation water in the farming 
community of Amargosa Valley downstream. It flows to Ash Meadows National Wildlife 
Refuge and Death Valley National Park, home to rare and endangered species and fragile 
ecosystems. And it is the lifeblood of the Timbisha Shoshone Indian band in Death Valley, 
where Yucca’s groundwater surfaces as springs. If radioactive waste had been buried at Yucca, 
the question would have been not if, but when the region downwind and downstream would have 
become a national radioactive sacrifice area. 

But when it came to radioactive waste transportation risks, we all lived in Nevada. Endless 
tentacles of high-level radioactive waste transport roadways, railways, and waterways criss-
crossed almost every single state. Many thousands or even tens of thousands of “Mobile 
Chernobyls” and “dirty bombs on wheels” were poised to roll by truck, train and barge for 
decades on end, all targeted at a site guaranteed to leak. 

This victory could not have been won without the bipartisan Nevada congressional delegation 
efforts against the Yucca dump, led by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and Congresswoman 
Shelley Berkley, both past recipients of ANA Certificates of Honor. 

But Nevada could not have achieved this victory alone. It took grassroots solidarity across the 
country. Through many bad times, ANA, its member groups, and over a thousand other national 
and grassroots environmental groups across the country stood strong with Nevada as some of the 
Silver State’s only friends to be had. And it has been a long, rough road.  

There was the Screw Nevada bill of 1987, which singled out Yucca Mountain as the only site in 
the country for further study as a potential high-level radioactive waste repository, not based on 



sound science, but rather raw politics. There were the many multiple Mobile Chernobyl bills in 
Congress from 1995 to 2000, which would have rushed high-level radioactive waste to Yucca 
long before the scientific suitability studies were done. This culminated in President William 
Jefferson Clinton’s veto, which was sustained by a single vote in the U.S. Senate on May 2, 
2000. Then came the George W. Bush administration and Energy Secretary Spence Abraham, 
who granted a very hasty thumbs up to the Yucca site as scientifically suitable, even though 300 
key technical issues had yet to be resolved. Then came court battles, most of which Nevada and 
enviros lost, but one of which we won – the court ruling forbidding the Environmental Protection 
Agency from cutting off health and safety regulations at the 10,000 year mark; EPA now 
acknowledges a million year hazard associated with high-level radioactive waste. Then came the 
DOE construction and operating application, and the beginnings of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission license proceeding, the largest in the agency’s history.    

Through it all, Steve Frishman and Judy Treichel were there. They have served as a sort of good 
guy glue, keeping the opposition to the Yucca dump united, informed, hopeful, and activated. 

Steve Frishman, who long served as the State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Project’s 
Technical-Policy Coordinator, is quite the dragon slayer. A million years ago, as the publisher of 
an independent newspaper in Texas, he successfully staved off a gargantuan industrial port 
scheme that threatened beautiful Padre Island. That experience helped equip this geologist for his 
next epic battle in the mid-1980s, fending off the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) high-level 
radioactive waste dump targeted at Deaf Smith County, in Texas’s panhandle above the Ogallala 
Aquifer – better known as the “Beef Capitol of the World” and home to Arrowhead Mills all-
natural and organic grains. But all that was a mere prelude to the next titanic battle. The Silver 
State snatched up this silver bullet, and since the Screw Nevada Bill of 1987, Steve has been 
doing battle against the Yucca Mountain dumpsite proposal. Without Steve’s encyclopedic 
knowledge of the literally millions of DOE Yucca Mountain Project documents – his 
institutional memory better than that of the DOE’s Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste 
Management itself! -- and his strategic mastery of the countless complex issues, the Yucca battle 
would likely have been lost long ago. He has long served as an advisor on the board of Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Task Force, and most recently as a technical expert on the State of Nevada’s legal 
team in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s largest ever licensing proceeding, fighting 
DOE’s application for a construction and operating license for the Yucca dump. In this David 
versus Goliath struggle of the past quarter century and more, Steve has played an essential role in 
helping the good guys win one for a change. 

In 2002, George W. Bush and his Energy Secretary Spence Abraham gave their thumbs up to the 
Yucca dump, saying they saw “no showstoppers.” They just didn’t know Judy Treichel very well 
yet. Founder of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force in the late 1980s, Judy has held down the 
fort at the grassroots level in Las Vegas ever since. Through thick and thin – mostly thin (to say 
the Task Force operated on a “shoestring budget” would actually be an overstatement) – Judy 
has taken on the million-dollar-a-day DOE Yucca Mountain Project for decades on end. She’s 
attended every single DOE environmental assessment, environmental impact statement, 
supplemental environmental impact statement, site suitability, US Nuclear Waste Technical 
Review Board, US NRC public confidence building, EPA getting to know you, and a thousand 
other meetings, hearings, and sessions they could throw her way. She has tirelessly, albeit with a 



healthy touch of righteous indignation and a hefty dose of much called for humor, given voice to 
citizen concerns, with a refreshing antidote of good old fashioned common sense to cut through 
the bottomless bureaucratic Nukespeak. She would joke over the years that it was like a 
nightmare daily game show – if you win, you get to live to play another day; but if you lose, 
you’re dead. But Judy helped make sure we won, by never giving up. Judy Treichel is a Yucca 
Mountain Show Stopper extraordinaire. 

 

 


